Navigating the
Teen Edition
Courtesy of
DMV Requirements for Obtaining a Learner’s Permit
These are the requirements anyone 16 or 17
year’s of age must do to get a Connecticut
Driver’s License (this information is for first-time
license holders). You must be at least 16 to take
the permit test. You can (and should) schedule
your permit test before turning 16, it can take
several months to get a test date, so plan
ahead!

Note that the permit is valid for two years - or
until your 18th birthday

Obtain a Learner’s Permit and hold the
permit for the required time frame
(dependent on your training) – to be
issued a permit you will need to:
✓ Provide the DMV will the proper
identification (see the last page for details)
✓ Pass a 25 question knowledge test
✓ Pass an eye test
✓ Fees: $40 - testing, $19 - permit
For more information about obtaining a CT Teen
Learner’s Permit click here

Going to the Connecticut DMV
Make an appointment and pay for the Permit test
online
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Schedule Your Test Online Here
- Testing fee is $40.00. Here is a list of DMV
Hub Branches, and you can only obtain a
license or learner’s permit from a Hub Branch.
Click on the town’s name to visit that branch’s
web page:
• Bridgeport
• Danbury
• Hamden
• Waterbury
• Wethersfield
• Willimantic
• Norwalk – ONLY the written test – road
test not offered here
The DMV does not accept walk-ins,
register using the website link above.
You must be prepared with all the
necessary documents before the
learner’s permit testing
(vision and knowledge
testing) will be given.
When you arrive at
the DMV, your first
stop will be at the
information desk
where you will be
instructed to enter
your
information into the selfservice
photo kiosk and receive a receipt. You will then
be directed to the testing area.
You will need to:
• Submit all required documents, see the list
below. Non-US citizens, click here for
additional required documentation.
• A completed Application for a NonCommercial Drivers License (R229)
application form.
• If a parent is not attending, a parental
consent form is also needed.
To begin testing, you will need to present your
kiosk receipt and the proper documentation, use
the checklist on the next page to assist you:

You must be prepared with all the necessary
documents before the learner’s permit testing
(vision and knowledge testing) will be given.

The Permit Test
The permit testing process requires the applicant
to pass a vision test, then a knowledge exam. Be
sure to bring/wear glasses or contacts. The vision
test is first, and if a student fails the test, they will
not be allowed to take the knowledge test.
To pass the vision test, your vision must be 20/40
with 140-degree peripherals or better, with
or without
corrective lenses. If
you
wear contacts/glasses,
it’s not a bad idea to
have had a recent
exam and a current
prescription.
The permit is NOT
needed to begin
classroom training
(but the student must
be 16 years old). But,
a
permit is required
(and must be in the
student’s possession)
for ANY on-road training. The $40 fee also covers
the on-road test.
The permit test consists of 25-questions, and to
pass, you must answer 21 correctly. The test is
taken on a computer, and you will know
immediately if you have passed the test. The test
ends when either 21 questions are answered
correctly, or if you can no longer meet the minimum
number of correct answers.
To pass the test, you’re going to need to study. You
need to understand the material and the testing
process. The permit test is a four-part, multiple
choice test. Being prepared will go a long way to
passing the test.

Tips to Help You Pass a Standardized Test
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NOBODY likes taking tests, and the permit test
certainly falls into this category. But, with the
3. Understand the Test’s Structure - The CT
proper preparation, you can simplify the process
DMV’s Permit Test is a multiple choice test.
and increase the likelihood that you will pass
Each question will provide four possible
the test… the first time! Don’t make the test a
answers, and it will be your job to select the
bigger deal than it needs to be! The test is
best answer. So, to answer a question
difficult, and some people do fail, so to help,
correctly, it’s often helpful to eliminate potential
here’s some helpful tips:
answers. Sometimes a potential answer will
contain both correct and incorrect information.
1. Be Prepared - Anything in the CT Driver’s
Identify the false information so that you can
manual could be on the test. So, be sure to
disregard that option as a potential answer.
set up a consistent study pattern (1-hour a
day) well before the test. This is a much
4. Get a Good Night’s Sleep - Sleep is critical to
better way to
mental and
learn and
physical
retain
performance. Be
knowledge
sure to get a good
when
night’s sleep
compared with
before your permit
cramming for a
test.
test. Here’s
some VERY
5.Fuel Up - Have
important
a good, HEALTHY
information to
breakfast the
know as you
morning of the
begin studying
test.
for the Permit
Test:
6.Get
Comfortable • In CT, the
This goes for:
laws and
• Clothing
restrictions vary for 16 and 17-year• Testing procedure
olds, and adults. Identify the
• Testing style - the CT DMV has an App
differences, there will be questions that
available for both Apple and Android
as your to understand these differences.
phones that contain practice questions. This
Understand
how
alcohol
can
affect
your
helps you get a feel for how questions are
•
ability to drive, how to prevent getting
phrased.
into these situations, and the potential
legal consequences of breaking these
7. Set Yourself up for Success - Know your
laws.
strengths and weaknesses.
• If you are an auditory learner, bring your
2. Vary Your Study Practices - If you study
headphones so you can have the questions
the same materials, the same way over, and
read to you (notify the examiner of your
over again, the results begin to diminish. So
intent to use headphones when you arrive).
mix it up! Vary how you review the materials,
• Use visualization to help. If you’re having
and the manner the study materials are
difficulty understanding a question about
arranged. We have a very helpful study
driving, simulate the scenario. Put your
guide available, click here for a copy.
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•
•

hands on the steering wheel, move your
head appropriately, etc.
If you do not understand a word, ask a
DMV Agent for help.
If you do not
understand
the question,
ask a DMV
agent to word
the question
differently.

8. Take Your Time Don’t rush. It’s not a race, and there’s not a
time element to the test, so take your time.
Anxiety can lead to you rushing, so take a
breath and take your time. Thoughtfully
considering the questions will increase your
chance of passing.
9. Paralysis by Analysis - If you’ve studied,
and you know the materials, you can often
cause problems by second-guessing
yourself. Look for familiarity in the questionstyle as it relates to the CT Driver’s Manual.
If you’re having trouble answering a
question, re-word it, this often helps you
decide the correct answer, especially when
you’ve narrowed it down to two potential
answers.

License Testing Process
To finish the testing process, you will need to
complete your driver training. Depending on
how you are trained, you will need to hold a CT
Learner’s Permit for a minimum amount of time.
Unfortunately, Connecticut very seldom
recognizes training done in another state. So,
the date you obtain your Learner’s Permit, plus
how you train, predicates when you can take
the on-road driving test.

For students 16 and 17 years old, there are two
different and distinct paths to obtaining your
driver’s license.
Option #1 Complete a
Full Teen Class
(Professionally
Schooled).
The student must
complete a course that
consists of 30-hours of
classroom instruction
and 8-hours of on-road
training. A student completing this course must
also hold their permit for at least four months (120
days). If your insurance Company offers a
discount, this is usually the training they require.
For information about the High Ridge Driving
School’s Full Teen Course, Click Here
Option #2 Home Schooled
Take and complete a state-approved 8-hour Drug
& Alcohol/Safe Driving Practices Course (with one
parent attending a specific 2-hour portion of the
class), and hold the permit for at least six months
(180 days). The 8-Hour class is offered every
weekend at the High Ridge Driving School. To get
more information, click here.
The Parent’s Role
A parent’s responsibility is different depending on
their child’s training method. If the student
completes a Full Teen course, the parent is
responsible for making up the remaining 32 hours

So, let’s look at how the training process works.

The Path to a License

of on-road training required by law.
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If the student is home schooled, the parent
provides ALL of the training on the road (at least
40 hours) and teaches the student the entire CT
Driver’s Manual. The only instruction given by a
driving school is the 8-hour Drug & Alcohol
Class/Safe Driving Practices course.
Often, parents have some concerns when they
drive with
their teens,
this is
NORMAL!
Regardless
of the
training
your teen
does, it is
critical for a
parent to
spend time
with their
child
behind-thewheel.
According to a study done by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the
findings indicated that the more a parent drives
with their child, while they have a permit, the
less likely that teen will be to get in an accident
when they get their license.
To help parents while they are driving with
their child, we make this video available,
learn more now.

Road Training
Driver training can be taken by a student who is
16 years of age, or older. The
Student does not need a
permit to attend classroom
training, but all on-road
training requires a permit.
Now is a great time to shop
for auto insurance. Although
adding a driver on a permit

usually does not affect your rates, adding a new
teen driver certainly will! That’s why it makes sense
to shop for insurance now. Find out if a discount is
offered for the completion of a Professionally
Schooled course like our Full Teen Course. Often,
the savings provided by an insurance company
covers the entire cost of the course, and more!
As mentioned, with
the HRDS’s Full
Teen Course, 8hours of on-road
training with a
certified driving
instructor is
included.
If you decide to
Home School, you
can still receive incar instruction. At
the HRDS we offer
professional, 1on-1 driving
instruction in a dual-control vehicle with a certified
driving instructor.
To schedule driving lessons at the High Ridge
Driving School, click here
Regardless of your training method, a parent will
be giving the student on-road instruction. This is
both required and good. The student should drive
as much as possible with their parents! The more a
teen drives with a parent, the less likely they are to
be in an accident once they receive their license.
Here are the rules for a teen driving with a
Learner’s Permit:
The driving practice must be
given by a Qualified Trainer.
Qualified Trainers (eligible to
train and sign a form under
penalty of false statement
attesting to applicant’s
fulfillment of all driver
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education requirements) must be 20 or older,
held a driver license for at least four years, with
no suspensions during the past four years and
can include:
- spouse of the married minor applicant, or

- parent, grandparent, foster parent or legal
guardian, or

- if the applicant has no spouse, parent,
grandparent, foster parent or guardian who is
qualified & available: stepparent, brother,
sister, uncle or aunt, by blood or marriage
• No Curfew - but always need a qualified
trainer.
• Passenger(s) & driver must use seat belts
• No cell phone use, or any other device with a
video screen
Parents:
Notify your
insurance
company
that you
will have a
new
driver,
someone
with a
permit
driving
your cars.
There is
usually no
change in
your policy or pricing needed, but it’s a smart
idea to let them know, in case an accident
happens - so they (and you) won’t be surprised.
Can I use my permit to drive in another
state?
A Connecticut Learner's Permit is valid in
Connecticut and may be recognized in another
state. Please check with the jurisdiction that you
will driving-in to see if they recognize out-ofstate permits.

Can I use my out-of-state permit in
Connecticut?
If you are at least 16 years of age and are not a
resident of this state, you may drive here with your
out-of-state permit adhering to the same
restrictions that have been placed on your permit.
And following Connecticut's restrictions for
learner's permits. You must be under the
instruction of a licensed driver who has held a
license for at least four years.

On-Road Test
After holding a learner’s permit for the required
amount of time, you will be able to take the onroad driving test. For students 16 to 19 years old,
you have two options for your on-road driving test.
You can take it at a
DMV branch
location (assuming
they offer the
testing) or take it at
a driving school
that is part of the
DMV’s Offsite
Testing program
(we are the city’s
only school that is
part of this
program).
For the test, the
student will need to
complete another
DMV form R-229, present the CS-1 certificate they
are issued from their driving school (either the
completion of a Full Teen Course, or Home
Schooled, or just the 8-Hour class). If a parent is
not present for the test, a notarized Parental
Consent form is also needed. Also, a valid
Learner’s Permit must be in the student’s
possession to test.
Testing at a Driving School
- All Paperwork is turned in at the Driving School
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- Testing is only available Monday - Friday (may
miss some school)
- After passing the driving test, you must wait
two working days before going to Norwalk
DMV to get your actual license. You can only
drive under permit rules until you have your
actual driver’s license in-hand.
To learn more about taking the test at the High
Ridge Driving School, click here

You can use your car, a friend’s car or a driving
school vehicle for your on-road test. If you are
using your car (or a friend’s car) make sure the
vehicle is:
• Mechanically sound
• Properly registered
• Insured properly and you are in possession of
an insurance card with the following coverage:

If you test at a driving school, you must use a
driving school car for the test. By CT state law,
anyone taking a driving test in a driving school
vehicle must have completed at least 2-hours of
driving in a driving school vehicle.

o $10,000 property damage per accident.
Does not have illegally tinted windows

Testing at a
DMV
Branch
The closest
branches
that offer
testing are
Bridgeport
and Danbury
(Norwalk
does not
provide this
service). You
must
schedule the
test by
phone using
this number: 800-842-8222
Unfortunately, this phone number experiences
very high call volume at certain times. The best
times to call are Wednesdays and Thursday
mornings. For more information, click here.
Note: You MUST take the driving test with 2years of completing the knowledge (written
permit) test.
Using your vehicle for testing at a DMV
Branch Office

o $20,000 bodily injury per person.
o $40,000 bodily injury per accident.
•

Note, if you do not have a valid driver’s license you
can not rent a car.
For additional
information about
vehicle eligibility, click
here

What Happens
in the Road
Test?
The road test
evaluates:
•The safe condition of
the test vehicle.
•Ability to properly
adjust the seat,
mirror, seat belts ("preparing to drive").
• Response to traffic control signs and signals,
signaling, interaction with other motorists
(yielding right-of-way, response to emergency
vehicles).
• Backing and parking.
• Show proficiency in basic driving skills such as
turns.
• Other driver maneuvers at the direction of the
inspector/license agent.
• The road test takes approximately 15 to 20 min.
Upon successfully passing the on-road portion
of the test you will be asked to pay a licensing
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fee of either $72.00 or $84.00. The amount is
determined by the length of your driver’s license
validation period, either 5 ½ years or 7 years
depending on your birth date.
If You Fail the Driver's Test:
• If you fail the vision test, you will not be
allowed to proceed to the other portions of
the test until
your vision
has been
corrected.
• If you fail
the
knowledge
exam you
must wait
one week
(7 days)
before you
can take
the test
again and
must pay
another
$40.00
testing fee.
• If you fail the road test, you must wait for a
minimum of two weeks (14 days) before
taking the road test again and must pay
another $40.00 testing fee.
• Test results are valid for two years

Please review the Document Checklist on the next page
before going to the CT DMV
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